
A.K.A. (also known as) is a groupshow that aims to experiment and play with the displacement of authorship and the question of (mis-) interpretation. The rules of the 
show are the following: Each artist makes a description of at least one work (s)he wants to realize for this show (there is no production budget). The description of the 
project can be as loose or as precise as (s)he wants. Then we make a tombola out of the ideas and each artist realizes the idea (s)he pics up. The tombola serves as a 
starting point to produce new work for its owners. The tombola took place on Wednesday 21 st. of april at Freienwalder Str. 32. After the tombola, some artists 
exchanged ideas between each other in order to create a more comfortable working situation. This reflected the fact of selecting only ideas that  are somehow good 
enough regarding one's own work. The project aims to become a challenging test, disturbing common working methods and the artist‘s Ego in favour of 
collaborative creative processes, including the possibility of cheating and misunderstanding. The result  of the show is therefore uncertain, and this diagram aims to map 
the movement of the original idea towards its final destination person.  

Jesper Alvaer (he sent his idea by e-mail, never assisted to any meeting personally due to his travelling duties)

Ondrej Brody (he exchanged his idea from Mo Magic for the idea that received Recarens, who quit the show)

Ilya Chichkan

Ilia Kitup

Matthias Mayer aka Mo Magic ( "AKA" in his name was the first impulse for the title & conception of the show)

Kristofer Paetau

Richard Schütz (he bought the idea, which Matthias Mayer got at the tombola, for a case of beer)

Avdey Ter-Oganyan 

Sergey Voronzov (he joined the show late, after the tombola and simply exchanged his idea wih Ramberg)

Lars Ramberg (he joined the show late, after the tombola and simply exchanged his idea with Voronzov)

Tere Recarens (she quit the show couple of days after the tombola, although her idea was already part of the show)

Sunny Im & Patrick Jambon (their participation was from the beginning confined to the karaoke performance) 

** Each artist/idea is represented with a different color. This allows to clearly follow the movement of ideas.

THE CAST:

*  The left part of the diagram represents the original tombola results, the right part shows the idea exchange after the tombola.


